2022 Nonprofit Board Fellows

Aanchal Ramani
Women Against Abuse

Adam Cohen
North Light Community Center

Alana Sheppard
Women Against Abuse

Alexander Kornick
The Waldorf School

Alexander Weir
Children’s Crisis Treatment Center

Alexandra Kaye
BalletX

Alyssa Frantz
Children’s Crisis Treatment Center

Anjali Bhatia
CARIE

Ayanna Warrington
North Light Community Center

Bonita Chen
Overbrook School for the Blind

Brandon Faresich
Students Run Philly Style

Caio Azevedo
The Waldorf School

Carolina Weber
Juntas

Carolyn Nelson
Clean Air Council

Christine Kanoff
Students Run Philly Style

Cordelia Mikilia
The Philadelphia Orchestra

Courtney Jacobson
Rebuilding Together Philadelphia

Elyse Wilkinson
Bethesda Project

Emily Friskie
Philadelphia Young Playwrights

Faheen Hamzah
Philadelphia Ballet

Heather Meads
Philadelphia Young Playwrights

Jason Popp
Mt. Airy CDC

Kari Grossett
SquashSmarts

Kaya Johns
BalletX

Keerthana Sundar
Community Partnership School

Kelsey Jacobsen
Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Kristin Miller
Philadelphia Ballet

Lee Barnes
Habitat for Humanity

Lily O’Connell
Jounce Partners

Maggie Elias
Overbrook School for the Blind

Nanthini Kumararajan
Rebuilding Together Philadelphia

Natalia Sakraney
Jounce Partners

Nicholas Wheeslton
Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Nikki Bourassa
Beyond Literacy

Nivi Nagaraj
Juntos

Oladipupo Ayoola
Mt. Airy CDC

Ryan Brown
The Merchants Fund

Sabrina Jean-Baptiste
CARIE

Sage Lincoln
Clean Air Council

Scott Moore
SquashSmarts

Sherryce Baker
The Philadelphia Orchestra

Shreya Sitarame
Community Partnership School

Susan Dong
Habitat for Humanity

TJ Radigan
The Merchants Fund

Vidya Sekaran
Beyond Literacy

Zachary Green
Bethesda Project